). Also acquired simultaneously were two small lines totalling 80 km (Lines A and B), connecting the main line to two coastal wells in North Carolina (Figure 2 .) Jointly funded by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) and the National Science Foundation's Deep Sea Drilling Project (DSDP), the experiment was part of the International Phase of Ocean Drilling (IPOD). The data were recorded from the marine vessel Gulf Seal using a Texas Instruments DFS III recording system. A tuned airgun array totaling 1,700 in.3 was used as the seismic source and a streamer with 48-non-linearly spaced hydrophone groups was used to detect the returning seismic signals. Shotpoint locations, generally spaced every 50 meters, are shown in Figures 1 and 2 . A summary of the shooting and recording parameters is shown in Table 1 . Segments of the western half of the data totalling approximately 1,520 km, or just under half of the line, were processed by Geophysical Services, Inc. (GSI) in the spring of 1975. A geologic overview of this line can be found in Grow and Markl (1977) . Copies of the demultiplexed field tapes are currently stored at the USGS seismic data processing center in Denver, Colorado.
DEMULTIPLEXING AND COMPRESSION
Testing revealed thai the data on our original field tapes were deteriorating. In order to prevent further loss of data, we demultiplexed the original 631 field tapes and transfered the output to 183 new magnetic tapes at 6250 bpi in SEG-Y (32-bit IBM floating-point) format, an industry accepted standard (Barry and others, 1975) Our efforts yielded a data compression ratio of more than 3 to 1. Although there were segments on some of the field tapes where the magnetic oxide had actually fallen off the tapes, we preserved as much of the data as possible. Close monitoring of the processing system during demultiplexing enabled the computer operators to prevent any further data loss (or misreading of data) due to parity read errors. When exessive parity errors were found on input tapes, operators either passed the tapes through a tape cleaner or, in more severe cases, made a bit-for-bit tape copy. Less than .2 percent of the original data could not be recovered during demultiplexing. Shown in appendix I are the slot numbers, shotpoint and field file ranges of all the output tapes. Slot numbers refer to storage locations numbers within the Denver tape library and reel numbers refer to the database reference number of our processing system. Observer's notes are also archived at the Denver processing center and can be obtained from the authors.
In order to help users better locate points of interest along the IPOD lines, we have included displays of the near offset traces. Figure 3 includes a near trace from every shot for line A and figures 4-22 include near traces from every 4th shot of lines B and 1. Because of the small scales of these displays, the amplitudes of the near traces are modulated to enhance visual clarity. Details of how we apply the amplitude modulation are given in Lee et al.(1988 rnîŝ^-^. IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD DEMUX  DEMUX  DEMUX  DEMUX  DEMUX  DEMUX  DEMUX  DEMUX  DEMUX  DEMUX  DEMUX  DEMUX  DEMUX  DEMUX  DEMUX  DEMUX  DEMUX  DEMUX  DEMUX  DEMUX  DEMUX  DEMUX  DEMUX  DEMUX  DEMUX  DEMUX  DEMUX  DEMUX  DEMUX  DEMUX  DEMUX  DEMUX  DEMUX  DEMUX  DEMUX  DEMUX  DEMUX SLOT   PROJECT  LINE  REEL  SPTS  FILES  TYPE   13286  13287  13288  13289  13290  13291  13292  13293  16597  16598  16599  16600  16601  16602  16603  16604  16605  16606  16607  16608  16609  16610  16611  16612  16613  16614  16615  16616  16617  16618  16619  16620  16621  16622  16623  16624  16625  16626  16627  16628  16629  16630  16631  16632  16633  16634  16635  16636  16637  16638  16639  16640  16641  16642  16643  16644  16645 IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD  IPOD   IPOD-43  IPOD-44  IPOD- 
